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“Digital Humanities”
Since 2011, Industry Revolution 4.0 had socialized in the world, and next step is Society 5.0, including in education sector.

Teaching and learning also changed according to future orientation. Changing in literacy revolution (e.g.: reading, writing, & aritmathic shifted to the data literation, technology, human).

Society 5.0 drives the Information revolution, digitalization in all human sectors

Emerge he Covid 19 Pandemic and New Normal.
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Competency in 21st century

- 21st Century learning:
  - To know
  - To do
  - To be
  - To live together

- Critical thinking
- Creativity
- Communication
- Collaboration

- Information Media, and ICT literacy
- Digital literacy

- Core subjects 21st Century Context

- Life and career skills

- Spiritual Knowledge Skills

- Flexibility
- Initiative
- Leadership
- Social-skills
- Cross cultural
- Productivity
- Accountability
- Life-long learner

Source: [1]
Intellectual capital is the function of the competence and commitment, and influenced by the Capability and Authority, and Capability influenced by the Skill and Knowledge.
1. In the future will be set up the foreign high education will be launched in Indonesia (e.g Harvard University, Sidney University, California University)

2. Emerge the disruptive innovation in education by online and distance learning massive (impact of Covid 19 Pandemic).

3. Increasing Teaching and Learning Process using the digital technology (Online system)

4. Increasing the quality cost of lecturers recruitment and reward.

5. Increasing the commitment of the humanity and national value in every Teaching and learning process.
Key Success Factors in the 4th Industrial Revolution Era

Technology
- High intelligent information Tech
- High quality data infrastructure

Industry
- Intelligent information of the whole industry

Society
- Flexible labor market/Social safety net
- Cultivation of creative talents

Creative and emotional talent
Intelligent information core talent

Source: [4]
Cultivate human-tech literacy resources in the 4th IR Era

Context Intelligence
Learner with the ability to understand and apply it creatively

Social Intelligence
Learner with the ability to establish good relationship and resolve conflict within the team

Emotional Intelligence
Learner who could organize thoughts and feelings to build relationship with others

Physical Intelligence
Learners who pursue and maintain their health and happiness

Source: [4]
Science Integration Development strategy flow chart

Source: [6]
The philosophy of ulu al-albab perspective developed by the UIN Malang is actually the same as the term of spirituality, with the ulul albab method that produces: (a) Morals, (b) Spiritual, (c) Science, and (d) Professionalism; which is associated with mind, heart, intellect, insight, understanding, wisdom, with strategy, namely: (a) Increasing integration; (b) Sharpening sensitivity; (c) Ensuring relevance; (d) Developing; and (e) Maintaining independence.
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